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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an image-based virtual try-on

network, LA-VITON, which allows the generation of high

fidelity try-on images that preserves both the overall ap-

pearance and the characteristics of clothing items. The pro-

posed network consists of two modules: Geometric Match-

ing Module (GMM) and Try-On Module (TOM). To warp

in-shop clothing item to the desired image of a person with

high accuracy in GMM, grid interval consistency loss and

an occlusion handling technique are proposed. Grid inter-

val consistency loss regularizes transformation to prevent

distortion of patterns in clothes and an occlusion handling

technique encourages proper warping despite target bodies

are covered by hair or arms. The following TOM synthe-

sizes the final try-on image of the target person seamlessly

with the warped clothes from GMM. Extensive experiments

on fashion datasets show that the proposed method outper-

forms the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

As image-to-image networks and Generative Adversarial

Networks (GANs) have become more prevalent, research on

virtual try-on systems is also increasing.

In this paper, we propose an image-based virtual try-

on network, LA-VITON, which shows significant improve-

ment over the previous methods [3, 7] in producing attrac-

tive looking results without damages or distortions. LA-

VITON consists of two components, a Geometric Matching

Module (GMM) and a Try-On Module (TOM), similar to

previous works [3, 7].

Since GAN-based methods [4, 9] show their limitations

in generating fine and sharp images, adoption of an opera-

tion, such as GMM, is necessary to deliver information di-

rectly from the source to the target. Regularization in the

form of a loss function and a scheme of occlusion handling

are introduced for more accurate matching performance.

The final help of a Spectral-Normalization GAN (SNGAN)

Figure 1. Results of the proposed LA-VITON. The try-on images

are synthesized seamlessly and realistically with given in-shop

clothing images and target person-images.

discriminator [5] lets the GMM of LA-VITON overcome

limitations of intensity based loss functions. The coarse

layers of TOM composites the warped clothes from GMM

and an intermediate person-image. The following refine-

ment layers remove the artifacts and enhance the quality of

the generated image from the coarse network.

Virtual try-on images synthesized through the proposed

LA-VITON are presented in Figure 1. The final try-on im-

ages preserve the original details and characteristics of the

clothing items without seams.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1)

regularizing transformation with grid interval consistency

loss and (2) hiring occlusion-handling technique for ro-

bust geometric matching. Extensive experimental results

show that our method surpasses the previous state-of-the-

art methods by a wide margin.



Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed LA-VITON.

2. Related works

Rocco et al. [6] proposed a convolutional neural network

architecture for geometric matching which can be trained

end-to-end. They mimicked the standard steps of feature

extraction, matching and inlier detection within their archi-

tecture. Their architecture is composed of two stages, affine

transformation and TPS transformation. In our work, we

adopt the idea of two-stage transformation consisting of per-

spective transformation and TPS transformation.

Among the previous virtual try-on studies, the most

closely related works are VITON [3] and CP-VTON [7]. As

input, VITON uses a person representation, which is com-

posed of the person’s head, pose heatmap [1], and body-

shape mask [2]. With the coarse-to-fine strategy using a

two-stage architecture, the desired clothing item is seam-

lessly transferred onto the corresponding region of the target

person-image. Meanwhile, CP-VTON proposed end-to-end

trainable GMM that showed better warping performance for

a desired clothing item.

3. Virtual Try-on Network

We want to put in-shop clothes on a target person in an

image virtually without seams, degradation, or distortion of

the prints and patterns. As illustrated in Figure 2, the final

result image is synthesized with the given in-shop clothes

and the person representation. The in-shop clothes are

warped and roughly aligned through GMM. The proposed

scheme to learn matching and warping of clothes result in

non-degraded and non-distorted warped results. TOM gen-

erates the intermediate person-image and builds a mask for

composition of the warped in-shop clothing image and the

generated intermediate person-image.

3.1. Geometric Matching Module

One of main purposes of GMM is to align clothing while

preserving the characteristics [3, 7]. We adopt end-to-end

trainable geometric matching using the bottom-up strategy

proposed by Rocco et al. [6]. A restriction on the match-

ing grid, an occlusion handling scheme and GAN loss are

employed to enhance the performance of GMM.

In GMM, the perspective and the TPS transformation

are trained together in every step. The perspective trans-

formation has an additional train path for back-propagating

L1 loss Lpersp between the warped clothes Îpesrp and the

clothes on person Ic.

Grid Interval Consistency: TPS transformation gen-

erally shows good performance but its high flexibility of-

ten causes distortion of patterns and prints. Even when the

coarse-to-fine strategy is applied, TPS with high degree of

freedom causes undesirable warping results. Clothes are

deformable objects, but deformation on a human torso is

very limited. Therefore, geometric matching needs to be re-

stricted to maintain the shape and appearance of clothing.

We introduce grid interval consistency (GIC) loss which re-

tains the characteristics of clothes after warping. GIC loss,

Lgic in Equation 1, is based on the distance DT (a, b) be-

tween neighbors, a and b. The absolute difference is used

for the distance metric in this paper. Ĝx(x, y), Ĝy(x, y),
HG, and WG are the x and y coordinates of the grid to be

mapped and height and width of the grid, respectively.

In addition to patterns and prints, shapes are also pre-

served after warping by maintaining the consistency of the

intervals. As shown in Figure 3, L1 loss only often does



Figure 3. The input grid and clothing images are warped stably

with the proposed GIC loss, whereas a swirling pattern is pre-

sented in the warped grid without GIC loss.

Figure 4. Occluded clothes on person cause unreasonable trans-

formation and distortion. With our occlusion handling method,

the network conducts accurate geometric matching.

not work with mono-colored or repetitive pattern printed

clothes. A swirling pattern is presented in the warped grid.

However, the input grid is warped stably with GIC loss.
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Occlusion Handling: In real life environment, clothes

on person are easily occluded by hair and arms. Since we

use clothes region extracted using LIP (Look-Into-Person)

[2] as ground truth, the network tries to fit input in-shop

clothes into the extracted observable clothes region. As a

result, the clothes are deformed unreasonably as in Figure

4. We address the problem by excluding the occluded re-

gions from Lwarp calculation. This solution encourages the

network to be trained for more precise and reasonable trans-

forming parameter estimation. Thus, the network conducts

accurate geometric transformation regardless of occlusion

by hair and arms.

We, further, employ the notion of GANs to improve

the geometric matching performance. An inherent limita-

tion of intensity difference based losses is that they have

difficulty distinguishing similarly colored foregrounds and

backgrounds.

The total loss function Lgmm for training GMM is de-

fined as Equation 2 where Lwarp and Lggan are the pixel-

wise L1 loss and GAN loss. λwarp, λgic, and λggan are

weights for the corresponding loss functions.

Lgmm = λwarpLwarp + λgicLgic + λgganLggan (2)

The proposed geometric matching method delivers pre-

cisely aligned clothes to TOM with the characteristics pre-

served. It is crucial to guarantee realistic try-on results.

3.2. Tryon Module

The purpose of TOM is to synthesize the final try-on im-

age for the input person-image. To preserve the original de-

tails of in-shop clothing items, the warped clothing should

be exploited as much as possible. If the warped clothing

is directly copied onto the target person-image, unnatural

seams will appear. A seamless image is obtained by blend-

ing the warped clothing from GMM and the intermediate

person-image with a composition mask.

Refinement layers following the generator further im-

prove the quality of the blended image. The refinement

layers employs dilated convolutions [8] to maintain a high

resolution feature map, preserving the details of the im-

age. To improve the quality of images generated with TOM,

SNGAN [5] is employed for training.

4. Experiments

We use the paired dataset collected by Han et al. [3].

This dataset contains 14,221 of training and 2,032 of test-

ing pairs.In Figure 5, the alignment results of the proposed

GMM with those of the previous alignment methods are

compared. The proposed method not only maintains char-

acteristics of patterns and prints but also aligns in-shop

clothes correctly.

For quantitative comparison study, 523 comparisons of

CP-VTON and LA-VITON are presented to 10 unique

workers, who are asked to pick the results that are more

preferable and realistic. The results of the study are pre-

sented in Table 1. Try-on results synthesize by LA-VITON

were chosen by 78.78% of the workers. In other words, the

proposed method was the favorite.

In Figure 6, qualitative comparison with VITON and CP-

VTON is presented. Most of the results from VITON and

CP-VTON hardly seem to have the same patterns and prints

for in-shop clothes. However, LA-VITON preserves the

characteristics of in-shop clothes in the results.



Figure 5. Comparison of alignment performance. The proposed

GMM is compared with SCMM and CP-VTON’s.

Figure 6. Comparison of LA-VITON with VITON and CP-VTON.

The proposed LA-VITON synthesizes undistorted and realistic

image with details.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an image based virtual try-

on network, LA-VITON, which produces high fidelity out-

Table 1. Comparison Study of Preference.

CP-VTON LA-VITON

Preference 21.22% 78.78%

put images while preserving the patterns and prints of the

original clothing item. Using the proposed network, we

could produce attractive results. Two stages of GMM, per-

spective transformation and TPS transformation, are com-

bined and trained as a single network. The proposed GIC

loss and occlusion-handling technique enables more accu-

rate warping. We also implement a warping discriminator

to compensate for the limits of intensity difference based

loss functions.

The results of extensive experiments demonstrate that

the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-

ods by a wide margin.
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